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Introduction
The ancient sages knew something…which the contemporary world
forgot: Man is God.
Instead of filling that Divine role, man build his beliefs in accordance
to ignorance and instant gratification…a modern god/gods to suit each
and every need:
False Love, Lies, Deception, Depravity, Wilful Ignorance, Intolerance,
Greed, Idolatry, Violence/War…and the list of sin goes on and on and
on…and is built upon its foundations, with more darkness in an attempt
to deny Light and Truth.
What Exactly is Truth? This question has baffled the minds of many
seekers…simply because the search has been conducted in all the
wrong places. Here is TRUTH:
• A Child is a sleeping God which knows not this World thus it
is blameless for it lacks understanding, thus has no Iniquity.
• Your physical body will die one day…but your soul may live
on…
• You have made yourself blind through free will and embraced
the iniquity of this world…abandoning your Divinity.
• If you do NOT remedy the previous point, you WILL die
spiritually - I.E your soul will cease to exist and become a shell
of emptiness without reasoning or intelligence (or become a
mindless wraith - a parasite). While living, your soul would be
drenched in extent and degree with the physical ego of instant
gratification (negative ego), thus cannot function outside of the
physical reality as the Divine spark is extinguished.
• The Unquestionable and Undeniable law of Cause and
Effect…which relates to everything mentioned prior…
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These are but a few undeniable Truths which no living person (or
dead) can dispute irrelevant of perception, will or education. Think on
it and consider the dire importance of these seemingly insignificant
points…perhaps it will stir the sleeping God within you.
On our personal path of Hexagrammaton, we have discovered many
revelations concerning the Seat of God which resides within us…make
no mistake, we are not referring to the messiahs or prophets of love
and forgiveness…no…we are speaking of the God of Judgement and
Mercy, that God of Duality yet not of Duality, of everything and
nothing…that ancient “I am That I am” the awakened God within the
self. Yet few people can comprehend this of what we speak…not
because it is lost in translation…no…because they lack Divine insight
and understanding. Are you one of these lost souls? Perhaps, perhaps
not, who are we to say what you are and what you are
not…nevertheless, the TRUTH remains: Either you are Fallible or you
are not…there is NO middle point, irrelevant of what you may or may
not believe!
Now, on to the point of this manuscript…
Connecting with your inner God and merging with it, is a subject which
has been saturated with deception and is abundant with lies.
This is where we step in…before we continue let’s clarify something yet
again:
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Divine Creed
“We are the enemies of lies, of iniquity, deception, negative ego and all
things which humanity embrace through vice and wilful ignorance. We
are not the embodiment of compassion and love, as we have no love of
this world…we are the gods which is alien unto you, for we do Not
belong to this world as we belong to ourselves and are governed by our
Divine Law and Will*, which at all times is Good and Just as its
foundation is that of TRUTH. We do not seek worship nor rulership,
nor do we subjugate the enlightened. Our written works is governed by
*our design*, not by this world’s expectation or to remedy that which is
absent in the hearts of men! Our written works is like the wind, which
stirs and is felt by all…but cannot be comprehended. Hexagrammaton
is not a cult following in which acolytes are required to sustain the ego
or the structure of it…Hexagrammaton is eternal and is not supported
by membership…but is realised through individual will….”
- Rheiner and Vanessa Le Roux
Baron and Baronessa Araignee
2019 C.E
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Hints on The Single Serpent
The Single Serpent Kundalini meditation is indeed arcane in origin
and construct…however few understand the mechanics behind the
initiation of a Gnostic state. Yes, the Kundalini is a method to obtain a
Gnostic state and infuse the soul with energy which will automatically
transmute in accordance to the Will of each individual…but it is not
flawless.
Within the “chakra” system there exists seven (7) major points…in
reality ALL the “chakra” points are but one and the number seven
relates simply to Divinity or obtaining/realising Divinity etc. As
mentioned elsewhere it is not a complete system or pathworking. The
“chakra” system is simple training wheels to realise (in all eventuality)
the God in Self.
The “serpent” which courses through the “chakra” represents the
wisdom of awakening the character/nature of God. The Root Chakra
being the foundation of earth and the Crown Chakra the foundation of
heaven - from earth to heaven and from heaven to earth, very much
like the “middle pillar” ritual. Uniting the heaven with the earth, and
earth with heaven relates to the higher self and shadow forming
Hexagram.
In all eventuality the Gnostic/higher state is achieved, not through
circulation of energy, but by the “mind” or intelligence of the spirit
which translates as the “Will”.

“Thus we shall never be able to tell of virtues brightness, unless by
looking inward we perceive the fair countenance of justice and
temperance, and are convinced that neither the evening nor morning
star are half so beautiful and bright.”
- Plotinus
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Here follows the aforementioned meditation, mantras omitted:

- Enter a meditative state, use any method you please.
- Focus upon your Base Chakra. It starts to vibrate and glow in
either it’s corresponding colour or any colour you desire (gold is
best). Feel this emanating. When you feel you are ready, envision
a serpent emerging from your Base Chakra. It travels up your
spine towards your Sacral Chakra. With the serpent’s “tail” still
anchored in your Base Chakra, its head enters your Sacral
Chakra, causing it to vibrate and glow as before. Proceed through
all the Chakras until the serpent reaches your Crown Chakra (its
tail still anchored in the Base Chakra). All Chakras must remain
alit and vibrating.
- Instead of the serpent going in an "s" motion - it must go straight
up through all the chakras.
- Strongly visualize the hissing sound the serpent makes.

- During this, breathe from the base of your spine...move your
breathing consiousness to the base of your spine. I.E. you don't
breathe from your lungs, you breathe from that area.
- The serpent must be red in colour, and NOT be a cobra.
- The serpent stops at the crown chakra, it doesn't travel back
down.
Please note that our path of Hexagrammaton is not formulated through
Eastern, Asian or other cultural beliefs, but through practical
application – applying that which works and discarding that which does
not.
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In Conclusion
As mentioned, many seekers will approach questionable organizations,
cults and orders in order to obtain wisdom or to find absolution from
turmoil, but instead they become captives. The fallible self will seek out
more iniquity…because this resonates with its identity…divinity will
NEVER fill itself with ignorance, just as a thirsty man will not sate his
thirst with coarse salt. We can advise the seeker not to seek such things
as it will make your soul barren and resolve nothing. When you
empower yourself FIRST all else will fall into place…however it
depends on what you deem as empowerment. Remember, your
reasoning will dictate your perception and not the other way
around…just as the soul dictates the mind.
Verily we say this to you:
Darkness seeks darkness, and is confounded by the light, as darkness
begets the flesh and the light begets *God*. If you love yourself, and
belong to this world, it means that you know not love, for you love the
world, and know not *God* (Divine you). There is no in-between path
which will accommodate this first step or the last.
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